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Terial Magic, the spray on liquid fabric stabilizer, was 
created to make fabric fray free and more paper-like. 
This allows you to do so much more with fabric than 
ever before!  
  

    -  Stabilizes all natural fibers, cottons, knits,  
        wools & velvets 
    -  1 product for all your stabilizing needs 
    -  24oz bottle treats 4-5 yards of fabric 
    -  Safe to use, main ingredient is made from a natural  
       organic compound 
    -  No stabilizer shadows or scratchy interfacing 
    -  No puckering or stitch jams on knits 
    -  No gumming up machine needles or machine 
     -  Rinses out completely 
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Terial Magic Liquid Fabric Stabilizer 
Today’s  Sewing room “Must Have” 
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Treating fabric with  

Terial Magic  
 

Spray to Saturate fabric          Fold into rectangle              Squeeze to distribute 
2 1 3 
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Treating fabric with  

Terial Magic 

Unfold and check 
for dry spots 

Spray dry spots Hang to dry until 
damp for 15 to 
20 minutes ~ 
finish drying by 
pressing with iron 

4 5 6 
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Machine Enthusiasts 
Embroidery 

Floriani multi-colored 
embroidery thread used on the 
Janome Memory Craft 15000 

embroidery design 

Hoop Terial Magic treated fabric 
(cottons, knits, wools or velvet) 
without any other stabilizers to 

get incredible results! 

Embroider intricate and colorful 
designs on tee shirts! 
No pucker or scratchy 

interfacing on the back! 
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Machine Enthusiasts 
Zen Tangle Machine Art 

Use foot opening to 
gage distance between 
stitch rows ~ so easy! 

Knits and cottons treated with 
Terial Magic are machine ready 
for decorative stitches to make 

hand made, home spun Zen 
Tangle stitched art! 

 

Use a double or triple straight 
stitch to outline all the fill areas 
in your design; which will clean 
up any stray fill stitches nicely! 
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Machine Enthusiasts 
Electronic Cutting 

Terial Magic treated fabric 
mats and cuts more like paper! 

Terial Magic treated fabric does 
not fray away when you pull it 

off the mat! 

Cut fun shapes and chain stitch 
them together for easy party 

decorations! 
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Machine Enthusiasts 
Inkjet Printing 

Terial Magic treated fabric prints 
like paper without any freezer 
paper! Just cut treated pressed 
fabric to paper size & PRINT! 

Perfect for fabric labels, just 
heat set with iron after printing 
on Terial Magic treated fabric 
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Quilter 
Tee Shirt Quilting 

This memory quilt was made 
with tee, jean and dress 

pieces, all treated with Terial 
Magic 

Terial Magic treated fabrics 
sew beautifully together as 

if they were all the same 
fabric type! 

Knits sew together like wovens 
when treated with Terial Magic, 
then wash to a soft cozy quilt! 
Say goodbye to stiff stabilizers! 
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Crafter and Fiber Artist 
Fabric Origami and Giftwrapping 

Terial Magic treated fabric 
folds like paper to make 

fun origami angels 

Fun fabric decorations 
and bows~  

Easy Fabric Giftwrapping! This box 
will be treasured! 

Mini fabric Poinsettia bow from 
our Poinsettia pattern 
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Terial Magic in 3 sizes! 

Class size 8oz. 
Treats 1 yard of 

fabric 

Regular size 24oz. 
Treats 4-5 yards of 

fabric 

Gallon size 128oz. 
Treats 22 - 26 yards 

of fabric 
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Terial Arts’ Product Line 
Terial Arts makes Terial Magic in 3 sizes for all your different needs.  
 * Class size, 8oz. (covers approx. 1 yard of fabric) 
 * Regular size 24oz. (covers approx. 4-5 yards of fabric) 
 * Gallon size 128oz. (covers approx. 22 -26 yards of fabric) 
 

Terial Magic treated fabric makes wonderful 3D art, quilts and costumes. Our 
patterns are easy to follow with illustrations through each step.  
 

3D Fabric Flower Patterns 
 * Rose Pattern  * Poppy Pattern 
 * Iris Pattern  * Calla Lily Pattern 
 * Poinsettia Pattern  * Hibiscus Pattern 
 * Sunflower Pattern  * Terial Girl Pattern 
Fairy Wing Pattern 
 

3D Fabric Flower Kits: Calla Lily, Hibiscus and Poinsettia 
 

3D Quilt Patterns 
 * 3D Flower Quilt   
 * 3D Joy Quilt 
 

Floral Wire – color coated, 3 gauges, 12 each 
Snap Clips – Hair clips, 12 each 
Shoe Clips –  3 pair 
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